
DIFFERENCES THAT DELIVER 
BETTER RESULTS

Lexis Advance®

Before you even click Search ...

PHRASE SUGGEST TECHNOLOGY 
Start typing in the Red Search Box. Immediately you get more 

suggestions—more legal phrases, concepts for your search, names 

and citations for cases and popular statutes than you’ll find searching 

elsewhere. No need to know the exact phrase, name or citation.  

Lexis Advance features are smart to help you choose.

BROWSE TOPICS 
Browse legal topics at Lexis Advance and the proprietary legal taxonomy 

finds cases, statutes and secondary materials—plus legal news, verdicts 

& settlements, dockets and more. Use a service without this capability, 

and chances are you’ll need more time and more searches (and maybe 

more cost).
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For more differences that deliver, contact your LexisNexis® 
account representative, call LexisNexis® Customer Support 
at 8 0 0 . 5 4 3 . 6 8 6 2  o r  v i s i t  W W W. L E X I S N E X I S .C O M /A DVA N C E . 

After you sign off, Lexis Advance  
keeps working … 

ALERTS 
Set Alerts on important legislation or regulation, bills, legal topics, news, 

publications, Shepard’s® reports and more. Just click the Alert bell icon  

and make your update choices. Best of all, all Alert searches, email  

delivery, results lists and the in-plan documents you view, are part of  

your Lexis Advance subscription.

WESTLAW® CITE RECOGNITION 
A Lexis Advance search recognizes Westlaw® cites. This feature alone 

eliminates the need to search multiple legal databases to retrieve cases. 

LexisNexis cites are not recognized on Thomson Reuters Westlaw™. 

Simply put: use Lexis Advance for all citation searching and cut out time 

spent toggling between applications.

Convenient mobile access?  
Of course. 
 
Work anytime, anywhere. Lexis Advance automatically adapts 

to fit mobile devices. If you prefer Apple® iPhone® and iPad® 

apps, LexisNexis still offers—and continually enhances— 

Lexis Advance apps.

NO FILTERING RESTRICTIONS 
There are no filtering limits like other research services impose. Choose 

every available jurisdiction and practice area you want to view. That 

means one search can cover your needs. Save searches—and save time 

without sifting through irrelevant documents.

LEGAL ISSUE TRAIL™ 

Also exclusive to Lexis Advance, this patented feature helps you find 

case connections you can’t see anywhere else. Select your issue in your 

case and retrieve other cases that cite to your case on that specific 

issue, finding relevant authority with ease.

As you zero in on the right content … 
 
TIMELINE GRAPH 
Exclusive to Lexis Advance, view a graphical timeline that depicts activity 

over time. You can visually identify time periods of interest to narrow 

your results. Results-refining options, like this one, means less time 

reviewing results.

Start to finish, Lexis Advance® embeds better timesaving tools to speed research.  

Here’s how:


